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Calendar of work in progress dependent on covid restrictions (and subject to change)
• March 21 Sunday 2021 AGM 4pm to be held at the home of past President David Stoba and wife Dana at 1 Regent
Court, Oakden 5086 (8266 0007 djs0304@gmail.com) followed by a meal at no cost. Please inform the Secretary

(82350634/tmole@internode.on.net) if you and your partner are coming so that we can plan for the meal and get
an idea of numbers.

• April 23 Friday Meet and Greet Torrens Parade Ground
• June 20 Sunday Pt Adelaide and Adelaide Historical Talk and excursions -Trevor Molde- Port Adelaide
• August 22 Sunday Barossa Valley Seppeltsfield wine bus trip and sit-down-meal - Tom Frossinakis.
• September 19 Sunday Carousel Family Day and barbeque- Semaphore – Neil Merkel.
• October 13 Wednesday Annual Luncheon Walkers Arms Hotel – Sue Thomson
• November 14 Sunday Farm Family Fun Day 14 Peake Road, Birdwood SA 5234 – Tom Frossinakis

President’s Notes – Tom Frossinakis
I hope members and hopefully, members to be, have had a great start to 2021, after a year like no other in 2020.
We hope you all enjoy our first of six bi-monthly newsletters which are very well compiled by our secretary Trevor
Molde who carefully researches our archives and other sources for articles and stories of interest. He will be very
pleased to receive any items/stories/photos sent to him for inclusion in the newsletters.
For all that COVID managed to “rearrange” in some of our lives, we had an interesting year and my President’s
Report at our Annual General Meeting will cover our activities and experiences.
The committee has planned a wide range of events/activities for 2021 and I urge all members to consider
supporting as many as possible. A calendar of all events is presented in this newsletter.
The AGM will be held on Sunday March 21 at the home of David and Dana Stoba and will start at 4pm. Following the
official meeting a buffet will be provided, free of charge to members and partners. Your attendance will be very
welcome.
We are very pleased to announce Wendy Johnson, Principal of Glenunga International High School (GIHS) has
accepted our request to be our Vice Patron. Welcome Wendy. GIHS is having a lot of building activity which should
be completed before over 400 grade seven students will join the school, thereby making its student population over
2200, about four times that of the number at ATHS of the sixties. Interestingly, South Australia is the last state to
have grade sevens at high school.
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It is with great sadness we learned of the passing away of Warren West, secretary of ATHS Old Scholars and BGA
over a number of years. He was an exceptionally organised member of our committee with an engaging personality
and a wicked sense of humour. He is sorely missed. An article written by David Stoba about Warren appears below.
Bryce Kohler is recognized in an article below for his many contributions to ATHS as a teacher and to the Old
Scholars Association as office bearer over many years. His is excellent book on the history of ATHS and its move to
Glenunga is an invaluable part of our schools’ heritage. Thank you Bryce.
I welcome any enquiries, concerns or suggestions about our association. I am a late bird and can be contacted at
home on 8568 2188 any night from 8 to midnight or by mobile on 0459 475 164 at other times.
I wish you all a COVID-free, healthy and fortunate rest of 2021 and hope to see you at our functions, especially our
AGM and the Meet and Greet Night on Friday, April 23. ‘
Tom Frossinakis
Editors note -Congratulations to Tom for becoming the President of the ‘SA Mathematics
Teachers Association’. He and Joe Biden have something in common- they are both the oldest
Presidents of their respective groups.

Corrections to the last newsletter–
In one of the photos the editor asked who the gentleman standing alongside our President
was? Readers quickly informed him that it was our Dr Donald Beard. Research showed the
following:
‘The Diggers' Doctor’: The fortunate life of Col. Donald Beard, AM, RFD, ED
(Retd) Paperback – 30 May 2014 by Ashley Mallett (Author)
A man of substance in war and in peace, Dr Donald Beard, AM, is a
leader, and known for his compassion, humility and charm. The Diggers' Doctor tells of
his extraordinary life as a surgeon, as well as his love of cricket and deep friendship with
cricketers, including Sir Donald Bradman. It was in the Beards' backyard that The Don
faced Jeff Thomson and hit his last cricket ball.
Dr Donald Beard has embraced those from all walks of life and considers himself enriched
by the experience. Surgery, cricket, music, theatre, reading and his love for Margaret, the
greatest love of his life, has warmed him to thousands. It has indeed been a fortunate life.
'Don Beard - "the Doc" - is a familiar and much-loved figure at cricket grounds
around Australia and the world. In another part of his extraordinary life, as an army doctor,
he is equally revered. His role as a doctor tending to soldiers in combat in Korea is a byword in the
Australian Army. At the Battle of Kapyong in 1951 his inspirational care and leadership contributed to the
love the soldiers had for this strong man of peace and compassion. His invariable good humour, stamina
and great professional skill made him a wonderful role model for further generations of medicos in
uniform. I am delighted that one of Australia's great cricketers is writing about the Doc, one of nature's
gentlemen.' - General Peter Cosgrove, AK, MC (Retd)

1) The Houses as reported in the last newsletter were not Newton, Kelvin, Faraday and Rutherford
but Newton, Kelvin Rutherford and Cavendish.(both of the latter are not figures on the stained
glass windows)

Newton – laws of

Kelvin – temperature

Rutherford

–

Cavendish –gravitational

motion, gravity etc

scale etc

physicist who got the
Nobel
Prize
for
Chemistry!

constant made Newton’s
Law of Universal Gravity an
equation.

2) The colours of the separate houses =
Kelvin – Red ; Newton – Blue; Rutherford – Green and Cavendish – Yellow
The house names at Glenunga International are Air, Fire, Earth and Water. No need to discuss
personalities or gender bias there.
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BRYCE KOHLER Teacher at Adelaide Technical High School and UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATOR
Bryce’s great-grandfather arrived in South Australia in the 1850s and settled in Pt.
Elliot. Bryce was born in 1932 in Tailem Bend, before the family moved to Largs Bay,
and then to Woodville, close to the Woodville Oval.
Bryce joined the Woodville Cricket Club, and that was the start of a lifetime of involvement
in, and commitment to, the game of cricket. He played for Woodville Cricket Club at all
levels
from turf to A Grade, then for University including four
intervarsity’s and the vice captaincy, and finally for the Kensington Cricket
Club, where he played one hundred and eighty A grade games, winning a
number of premierships. Bryce was secretary of the club in 1971/72, and
he was a member of the SACA committees for cricket and umpiring. His
contribution to the club and the game was recognised when he was
awarded Life Membership of the Club in 1989.
Bryce was educated at the Adelaide Technical High School to Leaving Honours level. He won a School of
Mines scholarship for the University of Adelaide, completing an Economics degree majoring in arts and
education in 1958. He returned to the Adelaide Technical High School as a teacher before travelling to
the UK, where he taught mathematics and played cricket in Derbyshire.
Returning to Adelaide in 1963 Bryce continued to teach before accepting an appointment as Assistant
Director of Studies and later Academic Secretary at the South Australian Institute of Technology. Starting
in 1969, Bryce served the Flinders University as Assistant Registrar for seventeen years, before returning
to the Institute of Technology as Deputy
Registrar in 1990.He was at Flinders when
students occupied
the Registry Building in 1974, and at the
Institute when the Institute of Technology
merged with the South Australian College of
Advanced Education to form the University of
South Australia. Bryce was heavily involved in
the recruitment of overseas students, and in
retirement he worked as a consultant to the
South Australian Tertiary Admissions Centre for
ten years.
Bryce and Faye Grant were married in 1966
and they have two children and four
grandchildren. In their time together Faye and Bryce have shared many common interests including
golf at Kooyonga, extensive cruise ship travelling, working out at NextGen, and the welfare of St. Peter’s
Girls School, where Bryce served on the Board for many years, and where Faye coached tennis. Bryce is
also the author of two books of historical interest, First To The Buoys, which is an account of the first
seventy five years of the life of the Henley Beach Surf Life Saving Club, and ‘Adelaide Technical High
School-The Story’, which is a history of his old school from its inception into The School of Mines and
Industry in the early 1900s, to its eventual transformation into the prestigious Glenunga International
High School. Bryce was made a Life Member of the Adelaide Technical High School Old Scholars
Association in 2007.
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‘Farm Fun Day‘ at Tom and Maria Frossinakis’s in November
The Frossinakis’s have been established on their farm since 1975, so
there had been 45 years of additions including mammoth sheds with
plenty of space for entertainment. Speaking for myself, I can find value
in just about everything I visit and see. From Tom I found the way of
insulating my galvanised iron shed to avoid rusting of my tools, by using
the same ‘Foilboard’ as he used on the ceilings of his sheds.
If you were able to go to our
this annual Farm Day … it was as promised, quite fun
particularly so for the children present- as borne out by their
use of a trampoline, two basketball hoops and two dart boards.
The crowd of people seemed content to just sit and talk or take
walks through the orchard, garden or native plantations and
inspect the improvements, including the dam which Tom was
inordinately proud of, having just recently had it deepened.
There were five beautiful cows….oops, sorry,…beef cattle, and 5 babies following their mums
around. Tom would whistle and they would come to him, probably hoping for a feed. So trusting,
so gentle. The mothers all had number tags in their ears. I had some
rapport with ‘Number 24’ feeding it broad bean pods provided us as
finger food. It saddened me to think that in January…. I could hardly eat
any more of the magnificent country-style barbeque that was provided.
For the next few months I will be watching the meat from the butchers
for anything with ‘24’ etched on it.
The females were going to face excitement of a different kind the
following Saturday, when their boyfriend, a real gigolo called Adonis
(reflecting Tom’s Greek heritage of course!), was to visit. Oh well, such
is country life on a farm.
The young children all had a chance to name the five calves and the
wining name was HEY given Sassie Fahey who also won the same
competition last year.
Tom ran a quiz and which provided some “creative” and Barbara Greer
showed skill in that area. The door prize and raffle draw was
monopolized by the Fahey family winning all but one prize.
The opportunity of attending ‘Farm Fun Day’ was made available to all
Old Scholars and their families and friends, and the people who made
use of it came away with something … having a good time, a great meal
and good fellowship. Thanks Tom and Maria, it was very much appreciated by
all who were there.

B….y covirus!
We must obey the law. Even though the ‘Meet and Greet’ with about 30 people saying they would be in
attendance, and the ‘Matriculation Class Of 1970 Reunion’ with equally large numbers, were set to have a
school tour of GIHS and a lunch - we had to cancel both! We will attempt to have these again in the new
year. ‘Labor Omnia Vincit’!
Both events will run this year.
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We Went Looking For The Bust Of Our Adelaide Tech High Headmaster Sidney Moyle
It was just inside the entrance to the Brookman Hall Building, covered in the names of 2 other
Headmasters of ATHS - Andrew Ferguson and Cedrick Cannell. Am I blind or something?

(Probably ‘something’). I can’t see any resemblance!

closer
Anyway the bust is in good company with that of the school patron at one time, the legendary
Professor Sir Kerr Grant. Now this bust I can concur with. When I saw him at Speech Nights he
had a white, ‘walrus’ moustache, to hide I think a missing cleft palate, because I remember that
he did ‘snuffle’ a lot.

Legendary he certainly was, for his absent-mindedness. He once drove a ‘Rolls Royce’ ‘Silver
Ghost’ Phaeton to the School of Mines /University. One day the students (let’s assume Uni
students, they would have been of the age to drive) kidnapped it and took it back to his home
and put it in the garage. His assumption… he had not driven to work that day! (Yeah! If you
believe that one now, you are still as naïve as I once was).
T.Molde
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An unusual club at Adelaide Tech – the
‘Kosmopolitan Klub’
The photo below comes from an Album of
photographs of a girls' group - originally known as
the 'Kosmopolitan Klub' and later as 'The Girls' which formed in the 1930s and continued into their
old age (all now deceased). The eight school girls
were from Adelaide Technical High School and
pledged 'not to marry or become engaged until
1940. The first girl to break the pledge was to pay 5
pounds to the 'No-Marriage Club's funds.' The first
breakaway occurred in 1934 and the group changed
its mind, turning the club into a social and welfare
organization. The album covers only the first few
years (1930-32), and includes a Gulf trip on the
'Moonta', staying at family cottages 'Wonga Wonga'
and 'Wurli', outings with boy friends and travels
around SA. People are not identified, although the
book 'We were going to be different : the story of
the Kosmopolitan Klub and the Girls' by Anne Rawson (1998) identifies them. An article about the club
appeared in 'The News' 15 February 1934, page 1. Bookmark: https://trove.nla.gov.au/version/228850282

Vale Notes on Warren West by David Stoba
I joined the old scholars’ committee in 2006 and first became acquainted with Warren in
2007 when he joined the committee. In 2008 several older members of the committee
decided to retire and the President Mark Brindal made an impassioned plea in the 2008
Magazine for new committee members. Warren recruited four of his colleagues from the
1953-56 era and one from the 60s bringing the committee back to full strength with
Warren as acting secretary.
Warren was an engineer by profession with a meticulous attention to detail. He not only
produced a comprehensive agenda for each meeting but also came equipped with copious notes included on his
copy, which subsequently greatly assisted the minute secretary. He was not the chair of the meetings but ensured
that we kept to the agenda and all significant points were adequately addressed. Unfortunately, his health
deteriorated and he retired from the committee in 2013. He left a gap which proved exceedingly difficult to fill. In
2014, Warren was made an Honorary Member for his services to the association.
I replaced Mark Brindal as president in 2016 and was fortunate enough to convince Warren to return as secretary as
his health had improved. He had not changed and his attention to detail is legend.
Sadly, his health deteriorated and he reluctantly left the committee in 2017. Although not an elected committee
member, Warren continued to provide meaningful advice and suggestions to me in my role as president until I
handed over the role to Tom Frossinakis last March.

Warren West – Brief Auto Biography as published in ATHSOSA Newsletter May 2017
My choice of Adelaide Tech was forced on me because my mother was an old scholar and because I wasn’t able to
go to Adelaide high due to school zoning. Going to ATHS was a decision I never regretted. Beginning in 1953 I
completed Leaving Honours in 1956 when I was Head Prefect and captain of Cavendish House. From school I began
an engineering degree, joining the Electricity Trust as a cadet. After graduation I worked as an engineer for ETSA for
20 years before joining SA Brewing, first as Assistant Chief Engineer and later as Operations Manager. In 1994 I
started my own engineering consultancy which is still in operation.
I first joined the ATHSOSA Committee in 2007, becoming secretary in 2009 and then retiring at the end of 2013
because of health problems. I re-joined the Committee, taking over the Secretary position, in mid-2016.
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Does anybody know how to contact D.K.Atherton?
This person has paid $105 but the Secretary has no information on her/him
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Chronological List Of The School Name Changes And Dates
1897 the Adelaide Agricultural School (under headmaster Andrew Ferguson) became in..
1903 the SA School of Mines and Industries Preparatory School. (established because much of the wealth
of the state was gained from mining) It was established in the Brookman Building on the corner of North
Terrace and Frome Road in the city S.A. and had as its aim the introduction of preparatory technical
courses for students who at that time had gone straight from Primary School to the School of Mines.…so
the thinking was, why not set up a Secondary School of its own where with a suitable curriculum they
would have worthy entrance students?
1914 the name was changed to the Junior Technical School, the first in SA

1918 the THS changed its name to Adelaide Technical High School.
(another technical school was to be opened)
Because the School of Mines was going to deliver degrees and Adelaide THS
had outgrown the campus (long waiting list) in the 1950’s, the Council
decided that the school would have to transfer as a complete unit to a new site
and come under the direction of the Department of Education so that it had to be
moved in 1963 to the eastern suburb of Glenunga.
The construction of the new school at Glenunga was
completed in 1963 and the whole school transferred from
North Terrace in September that year. The name continued
until 1973.
The Lord Mayor mentioned on this plaque incidentally
was an Old Scholar of Adelaide.
1974 Glenunga High School Because parents bypassed
‘Technical’schools in preference for students to go to a ‘High’
School, the name “Technical” disappeared from schools such
as Le Fevre Technical School (1974), Port Adelaide Girls’
Technical School, established in 1940, along with Goodwood Boys' Technical School
(originally Goodwood Central School from 1927) which became Goodwood Boys
High School in the 1970s and closed in 1992.
A lot of people now regret that name change based on ‘class’.

1991 Glenunga International High School
To save the school from closure due to dwindling student numbers as a High School
based on a Technical school, a Principal was appointed with the brief of
‘cure it or kill it’. An International Baccalaureate diploma program with academic
renown was introduced in 1990-91 to again attract the ‘cream’ of students.
A campaign in Asia to form an international cohort was mounted and it has gone from strength to
strength ever since.
Don’t miss the illustrated Powerpoint talk on ‘Adelaide and Port Adelaide from Colonial Times’ Answers
many people gave to questions such as
“Who was the William of King William Street” (William the Conqueror? No! William 4th ,king at the time of
SA settlement)
“Who was his consort?” (Queen Victoria? No! Queen Adelaide! Oh! Is that where it came from?) “
Why are Street names different either side of King William Street? (Commoners don’t cross Royalty)
You will be able to educate your Grand Children with what you know about local history.

.
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